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SUMMARY: 
 

Wild elephants roam in remote rural villages in Sri Lanka threatening people, their 
crops and properties. The government initiated several solutions such as elephant 
evacuation and electrified fencing, but to no avail. This issue continues killing and 
maiming both people and elephants in hundreds and damaging crops and properties 
extensively. This project proposes to set up a Palmyra fence of 4 raws in zig-zag to 
prevent elephants’ entry. This strategy is include marginalized groups in dealing with 
multiple risks and develop multi-stakeholder partnerships and will protect both 
parties, provide food to both, livelihood to people and contribute to reduce climate 
change. 
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INTRODUCTION: 
 

This ‘Palmyra fencing project’ takes place in the 2 Grama Niladhari (GN) areas of 
Kumbukwewa and Palugolla, in Kotawehera Divisional Secretariat (DS) Division in 
Kurungala District in the North Western Province of the country. 
 
Kumbukwewa is a cluster of 4 small rural villages located about 180 kilo meters away from 
the country’s capital Colombo. Kumbukwewa GN area is of the size 4 Km2 where 354 
families with a population of 1114 live. The predominant livelihood is agriculture. The area is 
a flat terrain located close to the man-made reservoir of Inginimitiya (size: 1912 hectares) 
which is the source of water for drinking and irrigation in Palugolla area. 
 
Note: Sri Lanka is consisted of 9 provinces which are divided into 25 administrative districts.  
These 25 Districts are further divided into 331 Divisional Secretariat (DS) Divisions. The 331 
DS divisions are divided into 14,022 Grama Niladhari (GN) areas. Divisional Secretary (DS) 
and the Grama Niladhari (GN) are the key government administrative officers for the DS 
division and the GN area respectively. Kotawehera DS division is of the size 178 sq.kms. It 
has 31 GN areas with 92 villages where 21,263 people live.   
 

The local civil society organization (CSO) ‘Rural Centre for Development’ (also known as 
‘Sangrama’) is the local representative (in Kotawehera DS division) of the AFL programme-
holder organization Janathakshan in Sri Lanka. 
 
In 2009, Sangrama had (with Kotawehera DS staff and the Janathakshan’s predecessor 
‘Practical Action) prepared a Participatory Development Plan for Kotawehera DS area.  
During this participatory process, the community identified drinking water, irrigation water, 
rural road, transport and disasters are as the main issues of people. The “human-elephant 
conflict” has been prioritised among the disasters affection them.  
 
In 2012, under the AFL programme, “Sangrama” carried out a survey on disasters in 2 DS 
divisions including Kotawehera DS division. This survey too identified ‘the human-elephant 
conflict’ as the major issue of people. 
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In April 2014, when Janathakshan and Sangrama attended a consultative meeting with 
Kotawehera DS and his key staff (including the Divisional Heads from Agriculture, Irrigation 
and Wildlife departments and GNs), they confirmed that;  
 

a) the problem has exaccerbated over the last few years and, 

b) it is not only the main disaster but also the highest priority development issue of 

people of the DS area by then (April 2014). It was discussed in detail and decided the 

2 GN areas (Kumbukwewa and Palugolla) as the most suited, for those 2 GN areas 

(due to their close proximity to the area where wild elephants live) are the worst (in 

terms of frequency and acuteness of attacks) affected by elephants. 

Note: Wild elephants come into these 2 GN areas, during the night time, almost daily. 
 
Forty percent (40%) of families in Kumbukwewa and Palugolla are poor. Majority (60%) of 
families’ livelihood is farming (rice and vegetables) and animal husbandry (cattle and goat 
rearing) while the others (40%) are employed in government sector and the private sector. 
 
Over 100 years ago, this area (Kumbukwewa, Palugolla and the surrounding area) was a 
thick forest infested with wild animals including elephants. Subsequent settlements and their 
agriculture changed the land use pattern significantly (500 families before 1985 and 2230 
families after building the Inginimitiya reservoir in 1985). 
 
Note: Poverty in these 2 GN areas is not only aggravated - but also caused by animal-
damage - (mainly by elephants and also by peacocks and wild pigs) to crops. 
 
Key actors in this case study are as follows. 

• Grama Niladhari Mr N. Sisrisena (56 years): He is the Government authority at 

the GN-level with powers to recommend people for various subsidies / incentives 

/ compensations etc by the state. Being a person born and living in the area, Mr 

Sirisena is also much affected by the human-elephant conflict. In this project, he 

plays two roles; 1) Leads the AFL project at the GN-area level; 2) Informs and 

mobilizes villagers to get involved in AFL project activities, 3) Informs the DS-

level officials and coordinates concerned government agencies’ support for the 

project 

• School principal Mr Upali Dissanayake: He heads the Palugolla School where 

300 children from the area study from Year 1 to Year 13. He informs children of 

the Palmyra fencing project and its importance to them and mobilizes them to 

take part in project activities.  

• Small Group leaders Mr R. M. Jayatilake (55) and Mr Malalaratne (47): These are 

2 (of the 8) community leaders - from Palugolla - in the project since its start.  

Being the leaders of 2 of the 8 Small Groups, they provide leadership to the 

project at the village. The roles include: conveying meetings of people, informing 

people of project activities, leading the discussions at meetings and organizing 

project activities. 

• Hon. Secretary Ms Dilani Priyadarshani: This is the secretary of the CSO formed 

(name: Jeewashakthi Foundation) consisting of 8 Small Groups of 5 members 

each to maintain and continue the work of the Palmyrah-fencing project.  

Responsibilities include: convening the CSO’s meetings, record keeping and 

leading the affairs of the CSO.       
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OVERCOMING CHALLENGES: 
 

Kotawehera DS division is considered a remote and difficult area with fewer facilities when 
compared with other DS areas. On top of that its entire community has been affected due to 
attacks by wild elephants. With the Government’s failure to provide a sustainable solution (it 
did set up an electric fence but it is half effective and not sustainable) to the problem, all the 
people have become marginalized. Since Kumbukwewa and Palugolla areas were identified 
as the most effected even from among other GN areas in the DS division, people in 
Kumbukwewa and Palugolla have become most affected. Thus, the Janathakshan officer 
together with the Sangrama officer (who is from the area) visited each house, talked to each 
family individually and listened to what they got to say on the issue of elephant attacks. This 
was followed by a series of community meetings where the issues were discussed in 
plenary, prioritized based on peoples’ views. By doing so the barriers to voice peoples’ 
needs and interests were overcome.   
 
Janathakshan, through Sangrama, took hold of the Grama Niladhari, school principal and 8 
community leaders – all of whom are from Kumbukwewa and Palugolla – and developed 
good rapport with them through visits to them and discussions with them regarding their 
biggest common issue i.e. wild elephant attacks. There both Janathakshan and Sangrama 
convinced those leaders that the project was a genuine effort with multiple benefits including 
livelihood support. Furthermore, those leaders and other people from the community were 
taken away on exposure visits to show how Palmyra fencing would help communities.  
Those leaders in turn were able to convince their peers and clientele about the project and 
its benefits and mobilize to act.  
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Despite this, the project experienced a few obstacles which are as follows. 

1. People’s inadequate knowledge and experience on Palmyra and its uses, 

2. Palmyra taking about 8 years to grow and the growth is slow hence the uses are 

not in near future (which will discourage people who plant them), 

3. Project participant people are poor so the time they could afford to the project is 

little and much apart 

The facilitators (Janathakshan official and Sangrama official) paid attention to each 
participant and obtained their views individually at the meetings held. When a person was to 
dominate, facilitators intervened and prevented it in a subtle manner. There was no much 
socio-economic gap in the communities. Getting the authorities (such as the DS) to listen to 
people also was easy, as a) the GN himself took up the role (to speak to higher authorities) 
voluntarily and, b) they all had one thing in common: All were faced with the issue of wild 
elephant attacks. 
 
The facilitators (Janathakshan official and Sangrama official) treated all participants at the 
meeting equally and valued all their suggestions high. The risk problems said and the 
solutions proposed by them are as follows. 
 

1. Wild elephant attacks; to expand the electric fence, to establish a Bio-fence such 

as a Palmyra fence, to provide firecrackers to people; 

2. Droughts; to dig more agro-wells, to rehabilitate the existing tanks, to change the 

crops into those that need little water. 
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3. Wild animal attacks;  Participants said that they cannot propose a solution as this 

is caused by bad farming practices of people. 

Group discussions / Brainstorming sessions conducted among project participants added 
more suggestions from various perspectives, a process enriched by the facilitators from 
Janathakshan and Sangrama. The discussions ensued thereafter (led with explanations by 
the facilitator) have brought participants to consensus / agreement. 
 
The society in both Kumbukwewa and Palugolla are flat and do not possess long 
hierarchies. Thus there does not exist powerful actors as such. 
 

The social group in Kumukwewa and Palugolla is more or less – one only. Peoples’ 
participation varies depending on the nature of the project activity. Accordingly, when 
participation is high, relationship among participant also goes high. (Eg. Sharmadana activity 
involved more people so relationships too became high). Other than that, there does not 
appear any change in relationships.   
 
Brainstorm sessions at meetings: Participants at community meetings were directed to 
brainstorm within groups and propose remedies to issues. This improved rapport among 
members and made them agreed to remedies which were suggested by themselves, which 
was effective. Eg. Palmayra fencing as a more cost-effective and sustainable solution. 
 
Use of known people: The project used community leaders from the area to inform other 
villagers on the project and lead the project process. This built people’s faith on the project 
and made people convinced which was effective. Eg. Use of the GN Mr Sirisena, Use of R. 
M. Malalaratne and R. M. Jayatilake, Use of school Principal Mr Upali Dissanayake. 
 
Involving different Government agencies: From the beginning, the project involved all 
relevant Government authorities (such as the DS, GN, Wildlife Officers, Palmyra 
Development Board and the school). This was a success as it created faith among public 
and mobilized them to work together.  
 
Exposure visits: Key people working on the project (including Small Group leaders) were 
taken on exposure visits to Puttalam and Hambantota to see Palmyra fences and plant 
nurseries. This was effective as it convinced and mobilized them. 
 
Video show: A short video film showing how a Palmyra fence effect in improving the people’s 
lives opened up peoples’ eyes to new vistas which were unknown to them. This improved 
cohesiveness of their thinking to work united to solve their issue of elephant attacks. 
 
Appointing a Village Committee: to carry out Palmyra fencing work in Palugolla area, a 
village committee was appointed in August 2014. The committee took a lead role and was a 
success as it received necessary Government approvals for project’s work and organized 
‘shramadana (working together) camps’. 
 
Shramadana (‘Working together’): The village committee organized a shramadana camp in 
October 2014 to clear the land to establish Palmyra fence, for which over 300 people and 
school children took part.    
 
Drawing competition among school children: The project organized a drawing competition 
among the children in Year 9 – 13 classes of the Palugolla School, in October 2014.   
 
90 children created awareness on the facets of human-elephant conflict, among children as 
well as adults, as seen from the drawings and their captions used such as – reconciliation, 
living in harmony, we will protect our environment etc. 
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The project worked with the DS and all other DS-level officers of the concerned Government 
agencies that formed one team / Divisional-level Committee. This has added value and 
reflected the high involvement of Government and it in turn convinced outsiders, the project 
as credible. Eg. The Government’s NDB Bank studied the project and supported, in 
November 2014 and through its CBR programme, it financially committed to erect the 
Palmyra fence for one kilometre. 
 
There are several inherent problems in Palmyra fencing. They are:  

• Taking a long time (of about 6 years minimum) to grow, thus giving no immediate 

benefit to people, plants being vulnerable to animal damage, and the resultant 

decrease of people’s participation.  

• The people involved are being poor, they are unable to allocate more time for this 

project which affects the project.  

• Little or no knowledge on Palmyra cultivation among many is also another 

challenge.    

Contacting the concerned party direct for further information: Views expressed by different 
actors are taken up at the relevant multi-stakeholder forum (eg. DS-level meeting with DS-
level officials from concerned Government agencies, Village-level meeting etc.) and decided 
upon by its participants. When the participants need to dig into it further and find more 
information it was done through contacting the party concerned, direct. Eg. When villagers 
wanted to know more about Palmyra seeds available for sale, they contacted the 
Government’s agency ‘Palmyra Development Board’.    
 
Strategies that work: 
 

1. Mutual knowledge / friendship with the other person: This expedites the work, 

2. Approaching the person as a Team or a CSO or through a Government Officer 

(such as GN) , instead of a single person: Government agencies generally give 

priority to requests of organizations than of individuals, 

3. Involving them in the Work Groups / Committees: This makes them also a party 

of responsibility to carry out the work and achieve results, 

4. Making them feel they also would benefit 

‘Multi-stakeholder partnership’: This means that different parties work together to achieve a 
mutually beneficial purpose. Involvement of the DS, GN, school principal, villagers, 
Sangrama staff and Janathakshan staff in the ‘Palmyra-fencing project benefits them all – in 
one way or the other – by overcoming elephant attacks and by crediting them for that 
achievement. So it is an example for that.   
 

1. DS office and the DS-level other officials (numbering over 15) have formed a 

multi-sectoral team to support the project and meeting almost monthly and 

discuss, 

2. People of Kumbukwewa and Palugolla have formed their own CSO 

‘Jeewashakthi Foundation (JF)’ (consisting of 8 Small Groups with 40 active 

members) and implementing the project activities under the guidance of 

Janathakshan and Sangrama, 

3. Janathakshan, Sangrama, DS and the JF are maintaining contact regularly and 

review and plan the project work – a bond being strengthened. 
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4. People in Kumbukwewa and Palugolla are hopeful on Palmyra-fencing project 

and determined to overcome the issue by continuing to work further for few 

years, 

5. School children (at least 90 of the 300 children) in the village school have 

understood the importance of co-existence with wild animals, 

6. With the Palmyra plants being grown up, people from elsewhere that see those 

plants may think positive about the project and try to starte replicating same 

soon.   

Challenge is: How to retain the interest of people to continue with Palmyra fencing work for 
further few years and establish Palmyra plants for another few kilometres, without getting 
any substantial tangible benefit from it. 
 
The project is dealing with that challenge by keeping them informed and motivated through 
various activities – such as the Jeewashakthi Foundation and its work –  and introducing an 
interim strategy to support to develop their livelihoods and getting more other organizations 
(eg. NDB Bank) to support the project, lessening the burden on the people’s contribution to 
the project.   
 

RISK PROFILE: 
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The risk-profiling exercise carried out in the village in June 2014 with 23 community 
representatives including elderly people, young men and women. The priority risks identified 
during this exercise were;  

1. Elephant attacks,  

2. Drought,  

3. Animal attacks.  

Both men and women rated ‘Elephant attacks’ as the main risk among all, unanimously. 
Reasons they provided were several:  

1. Acute and chronic threat to people’s life,  

2. Damage to people’s crops and livelihood,  

3. Inability for children to school. 

Ms Nishani Charika of Palugolla says that the safeguarding of their lands from animals has 
become almost impossible. “Men have to keep vigil and guard their paddy fields throughout 
the night.  The moment they go away, elephants come and destroy the fields. After they 
come home and rest in daytime, peacocks go to fields and destroy our cultivations”.     
 
The GN, Mr N. Sisrisena (56 years): “At the initial meeting held at the DS office in April 2014, 
all those officials and others present agreed that the wild elephants’ attacks as the number 
one risk we all in 31 GN areas face. In fact, one reason for the officials’ high commitment to 
this Janathakshan’s project on Palmyra fencing is because they all are badly affected by this 
wild elephant issue”. 
 
Mr K. G. Dayananda, a villager of Palugolla says: “We use to receive a harvest of 70 to 80 
Bushels of paddy per acre but the last drought and heavy rain reduced it to 20 to 30 
Bushels. With wild elephants’ attack that followed, I managed to receive a further-reduced 
harvest of only 7 gunny bags of paddy for 1.5 acres”.  
 

People identify that the absence of food and enough habitat area for elephants as the main 
root cause. Some of them even admit that their actions (i.e. farming the lands earlier 
belonged to forest or near the forest) as the root cause, since it deprived the area for the 
wildlife. The principal of the village’s school Mr Upali Dissanayake said; “Most people know 
they have caused the problem. Being poor people without lands or other income source, 
they had no option but to use these lands and farm. That is one reason why these people do 
not want to harm elephants or other wild life. For example, if a wild elephant is fallen to a 
deep well, people here will still help the elephant to come out and go”.    
 

CONCLUSIONS / NEXT STEPS: 
 

• Organize an exchange visit to Jaffna peninsula in the Northern Sri Lanka (where 

Palmyra is abundant) to obtain an exposure on Palmyra related product 

development. 

• Organize a awarness workshop on climate change and climate change 

adaptation practices. 

• Completion of protective barbed-wire fence around the stretch where Palmyra 

plants have already been established,   

• Rolling out the initial stages of livelihood development plan for the people, and 

• Gap filling of both Palmyra bio-fence stretches (Kumbukwewa and Palugolla) 

 


